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Abstract: This study addresses the control problem of an unmanned quadrotor in an indoor environment where there is
lack of absolute localisation data. Based on an attached inertia measurement unit, a sonar and an optic-flow sensor, the state
vector is estimated using sensor fusion algorithms. A novel switching model predictive controller is designed in order to
achieve precise trajectory control, under the presence of forcible wind gusts. The quadrotor’s attitude, altitude and horizontal
linearised dynamics result in a set of piecewise affine models, enabling the controller to account for a larger part of the
quadrotor’s flight envelope while modelling the effects of atmospheric disturbances as additive-affine terms in the system.
The proposed controller algorithm accounts for the state and actuation constraints of the system. The controller is implemented
on a quadrotor prototype in indoor position tracking, hovering and attitude manoeuvres experiments. The experimental results
indicate the overall system’s efficiency in position/altitude/attitude set-point manoeuvres.

1 Introduction

The area of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) has seen
rapid growth, mainly because of the ability of UAVs
to effectively carry out a wide range of applications at
low costs and without putting human resources at risk.
Nowadays, UAVs are being used in several types of
missions including search and rescue missions [1], wild fire
surveillance [2], monitoring over nuclear reactors [3], power
plants inspection [4], agricultural services [5], mapping and
photographing [5], marine operations [6], battle damage
assessment [7], border interdiction prevention [8] and law
enforcement [9].

The aforementioned extended set of possible applications
imposes new demands in the areas of control and navigation
in order to design unmanned systems capable of operating in
harsh environments and coping with complex missions. Both
in manned and unmanned aviation, helicopters and general
rotorcrafts have been proven one of the best solutions
because of some important capabilities, including vertical
take-off and landing and aggressive manoeuvrability.
However, rotorcraft UAVs pose significant scientific and
engineering problems that must be addressed in order
to be able to fly autonomously and efficiently. These
machines are characterised by aggressive dynamics because
of their low inertia moments and are subject to complex
aerodynamic effects that affect their flight. This sets very
strict requirements in terms of state estimation and controller
implementation at high update rates. However, low-cost
onboard sensory systems are noisy and present drifting
characteristics, and thus the control problem becomes more
complex. Additionally, there are hard constraints in the

actuation/propulsion systems that further complicate the
control design problem.

Consequently, the problem of electro-mechanical design
and autonomous control of these systems is challenging.
This problem becomes even more demanding if the
perturbation effects of atmospheric disturbances are taken
into account in order to develop systems able to navigate
in actual mission environments. Thus, novel control laws
should: (a) take into account the constraints of the system,
and (b) produce efficient control actions.

In the area of unmanned quadrotors, the problem of
control design has primarily focused in the following areas:
(a) proportional–integral–differential (PID) controllers, PID
controllers augmented with angular acceleration feedback
and linear quadratic (LQ)-regulators [10–12], (b) nonlinear
control methods including sliding mode controllers [13],
backstepping control approaches [14–16] and integral
predictive-nonlinear H∞ control [17], (c) dynamic inversion-
based techniques [18], (d) constrained finite time optimal
control schemes [19, 20] and (e) model predictive attitude
control [21]. In addition, in most of the existing literature
of rotorcrafts, research efforts on the effects of the
environmental disturbances, such as in [22, 23], have
focused primarily in simulations and not in experimental
studies.

The main contribution of this paper is the introduction
and experimental verification of a new trajectory control
methodology for a quadrotor. The proposed novel control
strategy is based on a piecewise affine (PWA) dynamic
modelling approach, and on a switching model predictive
control (SMPC) [24–26] design scheme. More specifically,
the contributions of this paper include: (a) the PWA
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modelling of the attitude and translational dynamics of the
quadrotor that enable the development of switching control
actions for a larger part of the helicopter’s flight envelope,
(b) the modelling of the effects induced by wind gusts
as affine output disturbances, (c) the development of an
SMPC that accounts for the state and actuation constraints
of the quadrotor, and (d) the application of the proposed
control scheme in an indoor environment, where there is
lack of absolute localisation data (i.e. GPS, positioning from
external cameras etc.) and the quadrotor’s translational and
rotational motion vectors are estimated by using sensor
fusion algorithms on data sets obtained from an inertia
measurement unit (IMU), an altitude sonar and an optic-flow
sensor.

The efficiency of the overall proposed scheme, is
experimentally being evaluated in multiple flight test
cases, including: (a) position hold, (b) trajectory tracking,
(c) hovering and (d) aggressive attitude regulation
manoeuvering. The experiments were performed using a
new experimental prototype of an unmanned quadrotor
(UPATcopter), illustrated in Fig. 1. Special attention
has been given to the design and development of this
prototype, in order to design a UAV, capable of utilising
computationally intensive control laws, utilising a wide set
of sensors, communicating through wireless networks and
ensuring easy upgradeability.

This paper is an extension and a significant breakthrough
of the ideas presented in [21] where the attitude problem
was addressed using a preliminary version of the SMPC-
approach and verified on a completely different experimental
set-up. The main contributions of this paper include: (a)
the design of an SMPC-scheme for both the translational
and attitude dynamics of the quadrotor is based on a
PWA modelling of the six-degrees of freedom (6-DOF)
dynamics that takes into account a significant subset of
the couplings that rule the system’s behaviour, (b) it is
the first time that an MPC approach is being designed
and experimental verified for the complete trajectory and
attitude control of a quadrotor, (c) the coupled tuning of the
attitude and translational controllers since the overall control
problem is naturally coupled both in the dynamics and the
aerodynamics sense, (d) the design and implementation of
a totally different experimental set-up including complete
in-house design of a new quadrotor prototype with high-
level onboard state estimation capabilities, computational
power, modular communication connectivity and actuation
efficiency, (e) the implementation of all control and
estimation algorithms onboard in high update rates as
opposed to the off-board low-rate implementation of a

Fig. 1 UPATcopter: university of Patras’ experimental quadrotor
prototype

much lower complexity scheme in [21], and (f) a new
modelling approach even for the attitude dynamics that
uses integral state augmentation for the attitude PWA affine
systems and PWA error dynamics for the translational
dynamics. The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In
Section 2, the modelling approach for the attitude, altitude
and horizontal x − y motion dynamics of the quadrotor is
presented, followed by the mathematical formulation of the
physical, mechanical, state and input constraints and the
effects of wind disturbances. In Section 3, the data fusion
concept for using the data from the integrated sensor system
is presented. In Section 4, the design and the development
of the SMPC scheme is analysed for the quadrotor’s 6-DOF
set-point control problem. Experimental results are presented
in order to highlight the overall efficiency of the proposed
controller in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6 the conclusions
are drawn.

2 Quadrotor dynamics

The quadrotor’s motion is governed by the lift forces,
produced by the rotating propeller blades, whereas the
translational and rotational motions are achieved by means
of difference in the counter rotating blades. Specifically, the
forward motion is achieved by the difference in the lift force
produced from the front and the rear rotors’ velocity, the
sidewards-motion by the difference in the lift force from the
two lateral rotors, whereas the yaw motion is produced by
the difference in the counter-torque between the two pairs
of rotors front–right and back–left. Finally, motion at the
perpendicular axis is produced by the total rotor thrust.

The model of the quadrotor utilised in this paper assumes
that the structure is rigid and symmetrical, the centre of
gravity and the body-fixed frame (BFF) origin coincide,
the propellers are rigid and the thrust and drag forces are
proportional to the square of propeller’s speed. The BFF
B = [B1, B2, B3]T and the earth-fixed frame (EFF) E =
[Ex, Ey, Ez]T are presented in Fig. 2.

Special attention should be paid in the difference between
the body rates measured p, q, r in BFF and the Tait–Bryan
angle rates expressed in EFF. The transformation matrix
from [φ̇ θ̇ ψ̇]T to [p q r]T is given by

[
p
q
r

]
=

[
1 0 −sin θ
0 cos φ sin φ cos θ
0 −sin φ cos φ cos θ

] ⎡
⎣φ̇

θ̇

ψ̇

⎤
⎦ (1)

Moreover, the rotation of the quadrotor’s body must also be
compensated during position control. The compensation is

Fig. 2 Quadrotor helicopter frame system configuration
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achieved using the transpose of the rotation matrix

R(φ, θ , ψ) = R(x, φ)R(y, θ)R(z, ψ) (2)

R(x, φ) =
[

1 0 0
0 cos φ −sin θ
0 sin φ cos φ

]
,

R(y, θ) =
[

cos θ −sin ψ 0
sin ψ cos ψ 0

0 0 1

]
,

R(z, ψ) =
[

cos ψ −sin ψ 0
sin ψ cos ψ 0

0 0 1

]

The main aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the
quadrotor, during a hovering flight segment, correspond to
the thrust (T), the hub forces (H) and the drag moment
(Q) because of vertical, horizontal and aerodynamic forces,
respectively, followed by the rolling moment (R) related
to the integration, over the entire rotor, of the lift of each
section, acting at a given radius. An extended formulation
of these forces and moments can be found in [14, 27].
The nonlinear dynamics is described by the following
equation [21]

Ẋ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

φ̇

φ̈

θ̇

θ̈

ψ̇

ψ̈

ż
z̈
ẋ
ẍ
ẏ
ÿ

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

φ̇

θ̇ ψ̇
Iyy − Izz

Ixx
+ θ̇

Jr

Ixx
�r + la

Ixx
U2

θ̇

φ̇ψ̇
Izz − Ixx

Iyy
− φ̇

Jr

Iyy
�r + la

Iyy
U3

ψ̇

θ̇ φ̇
Ixx − Iyy

Izz
+ 1

Izz
U4

ż
g − (cos φ cos θ)U1/ms

ẋ
uxU1/ms

ẏ
uyU1/ms

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

+

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
W̃1

0
W̃2

0
W̃3

0
W̃4

0
W̃5

0
W̃6

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(3)

U =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

U1

U2

U3

U4

�r

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

b(�2
1 + �2

2 + �2
3 + �2

4)

b(−�2
2 + �2

4)

b(�2
1 − �2

3)

d(−�2
1 + �2

2 − �2
3 + �2

4)−�1 + �2 − �3 + �4

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (4)

[
ux

uy

]
=

[
cos φ sin θ cos ψ + sin φ sin ψ
cos φ sin θ sin ψ − sin φ cos ψ

]
(5)

Table 1 Quadrotor model parameters

Ixx (Iyy )[Izz ] moment of inertia of the quadrotor about the
Ex (Ey )[Ez ] axis

la quadrotor’s arm length
b, d thrust, drag coefficients
Jr moment of inertia of the rotor about its axis of

rotation

where U is the input vector consisting of U1 (total thrust),
and U2, U3, U4 which are related to the rotations of
the quadrotor, and �r representing the overall residual
propeller angular speed, while �1, . . . , �4 correspond to the
propellers’ angular speeds, X is the state vector that consists
of: (a) the translational components ξ = [x, y, z]T and their
derivatives, and (b) the rotational components η̇ = [φ̇, θ̇ , ψ̇]T

and their derivatives, ms is the total mass of the quadrotor,
g = 9.81 m/s2 is the gravitational acceleration. The effects
of the external disturbances, are accounted by the additive
disturbance vector W̃. The rest of the parameters in (3) and
(4) are listed in Table 1.

Under the assumption of small velocities [12, 27] the
attitude dynamics in (3) are decoupled from the translational
dynamics.

2.1 Attitude dynamics

In order to derive the PWA representation of the
quadrotor’s linearised attitude dynamics, small attitude
perturbations δλ, with λ ∈ Z

+, around the operating points
[0, φ̇◦,λ, 0, θ̇ ◦,λ, 0, ψ̇◦,λ]T are assumed.

In order to account for set-point control purposes, the
attitude state vector is augmented with the integrals of the
roll, pitch and yaw angles. The resulting PWA-linearised
dynamics is an extension of the state space matrices
presented in [21]

ẋη = Aλ
ηxη + Bλ

ηuη + W̃η (6)

xη =
[
φ, δφ̇λ,

∫
φdt, θ , δθ̇λ,

∫
θdt, ψ , δψ̇λ,

∫
ψdt

]T

uη = [δU1, δU2, δU3, δU4, δ�r]T

W̃η = [0, δW1, 0, 0, δW2, 0, 0, δW3, 0]T

(see (7))

Aλ
η =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
Iyy − Izz

Ixx
ψ̇◦,λ 0 0

Iyy − Izz

Ixx
θ̇ ◦,λ 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0
Izz − Ixx

Iyy
ψ̇◦,λ 0 0 0 0 0

Iyy − Ixx

Iyy
φ̇◦,λ 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0
Ixx − Iyy

Izz
θ̇ ◦,λ 0 0

Ixx − Iyy

Izz
φ̇◦,λ 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(7)
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Bλ
η =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 0 0 0

0
la

Ixx
0 0

Jr

Ixx
θ̇ ◦,λ

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

0 0
la

Iyy
0

Jr

Iyy
θ̇ ◦,λ

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0
1

Izz
0

0 0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(8)

Assuming a sampling period T η
s , (6) can be discretised

resulting in order to compute the SMPC scheme

xη(k + 1) = Āλ
ηxη(k) + B̄λ

ηuη(k) + w̃η (9)

where k corresponds to the sample index.

2.2 Translational dynamics

Let xEz = [z̃(t), ˙̃z(t), ∫ z̃(t)dt]T, z̃ � z − zr be the altitude
error dynamics vector, with respect to the zr reference
altitude. The discretised (with a sampling period T t

s �= T η
s )

altitude error dynamics is [17]

xEz (k + 1) = ĀEz xEz (k) + B̄v
Ez

uEz (k) + w̃Ez (10)

=
[

1 T t
s 0

0 1 0
T t

s 0 1

]
xEz (k) +

⎡
⎢⎣

0
T t

s

ms
cos θ ◦,v cos φ◦,v

0

⎤
⎥⎦

× [δU1] + w̃Ez (11)

where the nominal operating points θ ◦,v and φ◦,v affect only
the B̄v

Ez
term. Overall, the error altitude dynamics is cast as a

switching PWA system with v acting as the switching index.
Let x̃ � x − xr and ỹ � y − yr and xExEy = [x̃(t), ˙̃x(t),∫

x̃(t)dt, ỹ, ˙̃y,
∫

ỹ]T. The discrete representation for the Ex −
Ey quadrotor’s horizontal integral error dynamics, assuming
the same sampling period T t

s is [17]

xExEy (k + 1) = ĀExEy xExEy (k) + B̄p
ExEy

uExEy (k) + w̃ExEy

=
[

ĀEz 03×3

03×3 ĀEz

]
xExEy (k)

+

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0

T t
s U ◦,p

1 (k)

ms
0

0 0

0 0

0
T t

s U ◦,p
1 (k)

ms
0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

[
ux

uy

]
+ w̃ExEy

(12)

Similar to the altitude subsystem, the term B̄p
ExEy

in (12) is
switching, with respect to the total thrust U ◦,p

1 . Considering
multiple nominal U ◦,p

1 operation points, (12) can be cast as
a PWA system, with p ∈ Z

+, the switching rule. Similar

cascade control approaches have been proposed by other
authors as in [15].

3 Optic-flow and IMU/sonar data fusion

Complete indoor state estimation has been implemented
by employing data fusion from multiple sensor systems.
A commercial IMU (Xsens Mti–G [28]) is utilised for
implementing a sophisticated variant of the extended
Kalman filter (EKF) algorithm. The IMU provides
accurate estimations of [φ, φ̇, θ , θ̇ , ψ , ψ̇]T and calibrated
translational acceleration measurements expressed in the
EFF. Through data fusion of these data with the a-posteriori
measurements of the sonar using a two-state EKF, the
precise estimation of [z, ż]T expressed in EFF can be
achieved.

The estimation problem of horizontal translation is
challenging and typically is solved using stationary fixed
cameras that observe the rotorcraft’s motion and provide
absolute [x, y] measurements, or onboard measurements
of the position changes. The latter option was selected
within the framework of this work. In order to provide
[δx, δy] measurements of the horizontal motion deviation,
an optic-flow device for the flying quadrotor was employed.
The developed optic-flow system is based on the low-
cost Tam2 16 × 16 vision chip [29]. The Tam series of
vision chips are low-resolution image sensors performing
low-level analogue processing using VLSI circuitry. The
pixels have a logarithmic response to light intensity and
use a basic four-transistor readout, enabling operation over
a large range of intensity values. The Tam2 vision chip
has a 84 μm fixed pitch, and a 1.34 mm × 1.34 mm focal
plane size, and an adapted 75◦ field of view lens. The
voltage drop across the transistors of the vision chip will
be a logarithmic function of the current flowing through
them, and thus a logarithmic function of the light intensity.
A large range of light intensities may thus be compressed
within a manageable voltage swing, thus providing the
capability to effectively operate indoors despite reduced
lighting conditions.

Optic-flow data are computed based on the aforementioned
Tam2 vision chip and the image interpolation algorithm
(I2A) [30]. In I2A, the parameters of global motion in a
given region of the image can be estimated by a single-
stage, non-iterative process. Specifically, the position of a
newly acquired image is interpolated in relation to a set of
older reference images. The I2A estimates the global motion
of a whole image region covering a wider field of view,
thus displaying no dependency on image contrast, nor on
spatial frequency, as long as some image gradient is present
somewhere in the considered image region.

The I2A algorithm is implemented in both Ex, Ey-axis. Let
I (n) denote the grey level of the nth pixel in one row of the
pixel array of the vision chip. The algorithm computes the
amplitude of the translation sd between a reference image
region I (n, t) captured at time t, called reference image,
and a subsequent image I (n, t + 
t) captured after a small
period of time 
t. It is assumed that, for small displacements
of the image, I (n, t + 
t) can be approximated by Î (n +

t), which is a weighted linear combination of the reference
image and of two shifted versions I (n ± q, t) of that same
image

Î (n, t + 
t) = I (n, t) + sd I (n − q, t) − I (n + q, t)

2q
(13)
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Fig. 3 Integrated indoor sensor system for quadrotor state estimation

where q is a small shift in pixels. The image displacement sd

is computed as the quantity that minimises the mean square
error (MSE) Emse between the estimated image and the new
image [31]

sd = 2q

∑
n[I (n, t + 
t) − I (n, t)][I (n − q, t) − I (n + q, t)]∑

n[I (n − q, t) − I (n + q, t)]2

(14)

In the developed optic-flow system, this process is
applied both row- and column-wise, thus providing two-
dimensional (2D) optic-flow motion measurements. The
measured displacements at Ex, Ey-axis are denoted as
δxm, δym, respectively.

Although, the optic-flow sensor will measure deviations
in the Ex, Ey axes, these measurements must be corrected
in order to compensate for false position deviation
measurements because of rolling and pitching of the
quadrotor. The corrected δx′, δy′ measurements from
δxm, δym which also account for the yawing of the vehicle
can be computed as

δx = δxm + φ̇T t
s

Npixelsc

af

δy = δym − θ̇T t
s

Npixelsc

af

δx′ = cos ψ · δx + sin ψ · δy

δy′ = cos ψ · δy + sin ψ · δx

(15)

where Npixels is the number of pixels of the optic-flow sensor,
af = 75◦ the field of view of the used lens and c an arbitrary
constant. It should be noted that despite the fact that Tam2
vision chip provided a 16 × 16 pixel array only the subset
of 12 × 12 pixels were used as input in the I2A algorithm
(Npixels = 12).

Once the corrected deviations δx, δy have been computed,
a couple of two-state EKFs that make use of the
aforementioned position variation measurements and
accelerometers’ data that are provided by the IMU are being
used in order to accurately estimate the quadrotor’s linear

velocity. Let vx = δ′
x/T t

s , vy = δ′
y/T t

s be the absolute velocity
measurements, and ν → (x, y). Also formulate the vectors
px = [vx v̇x]T, py = t[vy v̇y]T then the EKF predict-update
equations can be formulated using the absolute velocity
measurements as a-posteriori corrections [32, 33]. It
should be noted that the Jacobians used through the
EKF implementation were based on the linearised planar
dynamics as found in [27].

Finally, by integration, the absolute x, y, position
expressed in EFF can be estimated for a quadrotor flying
indoors. The overall position fusion scheme is presented in
Fig. 3, where the interface, between the Tam2 vision chip
and the I2A optic-flow algorithm have been implemented
using an AVR ATmega 328P processor. The optic-
flow measurements are being updated every 30 ms which
indicates the low computational power required for this
optic-flow solution.

4 Switching model predictive control

The design of the proposed SMPC-scheme is based on
three cascade switching model predictive controllers applied
on: (a) the multiple PWA representations of the attitude
dynamics subsystem, and (b) on the error dynamics
modelling of the quadrotor’s vertical and horizontal motions
respectively. The overall block diagram of the closed loop
system is depicted in Fig. 4.

The position control generates control commands that
act as reference inputs for the attitude controller. For
slow position deviations, the control actions ux, uy can be
approximated with θ r , −φr respectively, if the yaw angle
ψ is constantly commanded to remain zero. Subsequently,
−φr , θ r , ψ r = 0, their rates and their integrals over time are
passed as references to the attitude controller. The most
demanding part of the control design process is that of
attitude control which, must be able to accurately track the
rapidly changing reference angles.

The construction of the SMPCs for each of the
vertical, horizontal and rotary motion (Ez → xEz , ExEy →
xExEy , η → xη) subsystems, follows the same methodology.
Considering two distinct T η

s , T t
s sampling periods for the
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Fig. 4 Switching 6-DOF MPC scheme

attitude and vertical–horizontal dynamics, respectively, all
described equations for vertical, horizontal and attitude
dynamics equation are expressed as discrete time PWA
systems

x�(k + 1) = Āj
�x�(k) + B̄j

�u�(k) + w̃� (16)

where � is the index for each subsystem � ∈ {Ez, ExEy, η},
and x�(k) ∈ X � ⊆ 	� is the discrete state vector of
each system, u�(k) ∈ U � ⊆ 	�, ul ∈ {uEz , uExEy , uη} is the
corresponding control action at the discrete time instant
k , Āj

�, B̄j
� are the discretised corresponding state space

matrices for the horizontal, vertical and rotational motions
of the quadrotor, respectively, and w̃� term corresponds
to the effect of the unknown additive disturbances
on the system’s dynamics. Moreover, j ∈ S with S �
{1, 2, . . . , s�}, is a finite set of indexes and s� denotes
the number of PWA subsystems in (16) for the �th
subsystem. For polytopic uncertainty, let � be the polytope
Co{[Ā1

� B̄1
�], . . . , [Ās�

� B̄s�

� ]}, where the notation Co denotes
the convex hull of the set defined by its vertices [Āj

�, B̄j
�].

Any [Āj
�, B̄j

�] within the convex set �, is a linear
combination of

[Āj
�, B̄j

�] =
s�∑

j=1

aj[Āj
�, B̄j

�],
s�∑

j=1

aj = 1, 0 ≤ aj ≤ 1 (17)

The sets X � and U � specify state and input constraints and
it is assumed they are compact polyhedral sets.

Generally, the state and input constraints should be
set in relation to the application profile. For simplicity,
the specification of the constraints is achieved under the
assumption that the origin is an equilibrium state, with
u�(0) = 0. For the jth linearised subsystem, let the set X �

j

contain the x◦,j
�,ι states that satisfy the following inequality

x◦,j
�,ι ∈ X �

j : x◦,j,min
�,ι = x◦,j

�,ι − 
�,ι ≤ x◦,j
�,ι ≤ x◦,j

�,ι + 
�,ι = x◦,j,max
�,ι

(18)

where the subscript index corresponds to the ith component
of the x-vector (i.e. ι = 2, � → xη corresponds to the φ̇◦,j-
variable), 
�,ι > 0 and X = ⋃

X �
i , ι = 1, . . . , m, where m

denotes the length of x◦,j
� . For the SMPC-synthesis, the

following state constraints have been used.⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−π

4−π
−0.75
−1
−3

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ <

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

φ, θ
ψ

φ̇, θ̇
ψ̇

ż, ẋ, ẏ

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ <

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

π

4
π

0.75
1
3

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (19)

The control inputs bounding sets U � can be derived from the
bounds on the motors’ angular velocities �κ , κ = 1, . . . , 4,
�κ ∈ [0, �max

κ ] by using interval analysis [34]. Particularly,
the constraints on the control inputs are formulated as (see
equation at the bottom of the page)

The constraints on the rate of change of the control
action are related to the time constant of the speed
controller–motor–propeller system and affects the transient
performance of the quadrotor. The constraints of the rate
of the control actions are modelled as 
U min

i ≤ 
Ui ≤

U max

i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 
�min
r ≤ 
�r ≤ 
�max

r . All state and
input constraints have been combined by using a set of Hl

i
zeroed 2 × (m + n) matrices except for their ith column,
which is equal to [1, −1]T, where m is the number of
states of vector x� and n the number of control actions
u�. Specifically, for each of the individual subsystems over
which the controller is constructed, the constraints are
formulated as follows

δU min
1 = 0 ≤ δU1 ≤ b

∑4
i=1 (�max

1 )2 = δU max
1

δU min
2 = −b(�max

2 )2 ≤ δU2 ≤ b(�max
4 )2 = δU max

2

δU min
3 = −b(�max

3 )2 ≤ δU3 ≤ b(�max
1 )2 = δU max

3

δU min
4 = −d[(�max

1 )2 + (�max
3 )2] ≤ δU4 ≤ d[(�max

2 )2 + (�max
4 )2] = δU max

4

δ�min
r = −�max

1 − �max
3 ≤ δ�r ≤ �max

2 + �max
4 = δ�max

r
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Vertical motion subsystem

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

HEz
1

HEz
2

HEz
3

HEz
4

HEz
5

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

10×5

·
[

xEz

uEz

]
5×1

≤

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x◦,j,max
Ez ,1

x◦,j,min
Ez ,1

x◦,j,max
Ez ,2

x◦,j,min
Ez ,2

x◦,j,max
Ez ,3

x◦,j,min
Ez ,3

δU max
1

δU min
1
0


U max
1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(20)

Horizontal motion subsystem

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

H
ExEy

1

...

H
ExEy

6

H
ExEy

7

H8ExEy

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

16×8

·
⎡
⎢⎣x

ExEy

ξ

uExEy

⎤
⎥⎦

8×1

≤

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x◦,j,max
ExEy ,1

x◦,j,min
ExEy ,1

...

x◦,j,max
ExEy ,6

x◦,j,min
ExEy ,6

δumax
x

δumin
x

δumax
y

δumin
y

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(21)

Attitude subsystem

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Hη

1
...

Hη

9

Hη

10
...

Hη

14

Hη

15
...

Hη

19

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

38×19

·
[

xη

uη

]
19×1

≤

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x◦,j,max
η,1

x◦,j,min
η,1

...

x◦,j,max
η,9

x◦,j,min
η,9

δU max
1

δU min
1
...

δ�max
r

δ�min
r

0


U max
1
...
0


�max
r

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(22)

These constraints are embedded in the SMPC calculation
algorithm by using the dual optimisation method. The w̃�

term corresponding to the effect of the unknown additive
disturbances on the system’s dynamics can be analysed in
general as w̃� = B�

dd�(k), where d�(k) is the output of the
following linear system

x�
d(k + 1) = Â�x

�
d(k) + B̂�n

�
d(k)

d�(k) = Ĉ�x
�
d(k) + D̂�n

�
d(k)

(23)

The system described in (23) is driven by random Gaussian
noise n�

d(k), having zero mean and unit covariance matrix,
while it should be mentioned that in classical quadrotor-
modelling this term is missing, despite its natural inclusion.
In the work presented in this paper, the bounds for the
disturbance d� have being experimentally measured by
applying forcible gusts and measuring their maximum effect
on the quadrotor’s attitude.

Since the vector x�
d(k) is not directly measurable, its

prediction x̂�
d(k) is obtained based on an extended Kalman

state estimator, based on (16), (23) and the corresponding
notation of w̃�[

x�(k + 1)

x̂�
d(k + 1)

]
=

[
Āj

� B�
dĈ�

0 Â�

] [
x�(k)

x̂�
d(k)

]
+

[
B̄j

�

0

]
u�(k)

+
[

B�
dD̂�

B̂�

]
n�

d(k) (24)

It must be noted that currently there is an important research
work going on in the area of disturbance observation which
increases the capabilities of the feedback controller as
in [35].

The basic idea of SMPC is to calculate a sequence
of future control actions in a way that will minimise a
cost function defined over a predefined prediction horizon.
The cost to be optimised is the expectation of a quadratic
function, measuring the distance between the predicted
system’s output and some predicted reference sequence, over
the control horizon Nc, and a quadratic function measuring
the control effort. More specifically, the (�, j)th SMPC’s
objective is to optimise the quadratic cost in (26), whereas
the (�, j)th discrete linearised system is within �. The
tuning of prediction Np and control Nc horizons is a coupled
process. Additionally, the response of the system can also
be shaped using weighting matrices, applied on the system
outputs, the control action and the control rates respectively.
Each MPC V �,j

MPC(k), corresponding to the �, j th PWA model
of the quadrotor’s motion at time k , is being obtained by
solving the following optimisation problem, defined by the
cost

min

u�

J (k) (25)

subject to the �, j th PWA system dynamics and their
associated constraints, where J (k) is (see (26))

where � → xη, xExEy , xEz indicates that all parameters refer
either to the attitude, altitude or horizontal motion PWA

J (k) =
N �

p∑
i=N �

w

[x̂�(k + i|k) − r�(k + i|k)]TQ�[x̂�(k + i|k) − r�(k + i|k)] +
N �

c −1∑
i=0

[
u�
T(k + i|k)R�
u�(k + i|k)]

+
N �

p∑
i=N �

w

[u�(k + i|k) − s�(k + i|k)]TN�[u�(k + i|k) − t�(k + i|k)] (26)
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dynamics, i is the index along the prediction horizon, N �
w is

the beginning of the prediction horizon, Q� is the state error
weight matrix, R� is the rate of change in control weight
matrix, N� is the control action error weight matrix, x̂�(k +
i|k) is the predicted attitude, altitude or horizontal translation
system state vector at time k + i, r�(k + i|k) is the set-
point profile at time k + i, 
u�(k + i|k) is the predicted
rate of change in control action at time k + i, u�(k + i|k)
is the predicted optimal control action at time k + i, and
t�(k + i|k) is the input set-point profile at time k + i. This
computation problem is solved for attitude, altitude and
horizontal motion dynamics. At each moment the three
attitude, altitude and horizontal motions controllers V �,j

MPC(k)
are computed over the selected PWA system in a switching
manner according to the current regime of the estimated state
vector x�. It should be noted that if s� increases, then the
approximation of the nonlinear system by a large number
of linearised systems is more accurate and results in a
larger flight envelope. Note also that the altitude and planar
motion’s set-point profiles are being provided explicitly in
order to fit the required path planning commands, where the
attitude control set-point profiles are being provided from the
output of the planar motion’s controller, as the Nc number
of predictions of its control actions, which turn to be the
reference commands for the attitude controller.

Under the assumption of (�, s) discrete PWA systems and
(�, s) available V �,j

MPC controllers, the objective of the j ∈ S�

controller is to stabilise the (�, j)th system. If s increases,
then the approximation of the nonlinear system by a large
number of PWA systems is more accurate for a larger part
of the flight envelope, enabling the development of more
efficient flight control algorithms. Although, the computation
of multiple model predictive controllers over a family of
PWA systems cannot guarantee the stability of the nonlinear
system during switching, through careful selection of the
linearisation points, no stability issues were observed in all
the experimental test-cases.

The switching between the different controllers is ruled
by the values of the state vector and the utilised family
of PWA representations. Assuming that (�, s) discrete PWA
systems are used, then the operation points for which each
one of these PWA systems was calculated define the regions
that each PWA is active. Specifically, the � → xη, xExEy , xEz

attitude, position or altitude control scheme switches to the
V �,j

MPC controller according to the following formula

argmin
(�,j)

||x� − x◦
�,j|| (27)

where || · || represents the Euclidean norm in vector form.
Regarding the set-point profile generation, it should be

clarified that in the ensuing experimental test-cases the
translational position profile was explicitly provided as a
reference trajectory. On the other hand, the set-point profile
of the attitude controller is provided by the output commands
of the position control loops.

5 Experimental studies

5.1 Experimental set-up

The UPATcopter is equipped with an advanced main
control unit KontronTM pITX single board computer (SBC)
comprising of an ATOM Z530 1.6 GHz CPU with 2 GB
of RAM, a 150 GB solid state disk drive and the sensor

Fig. 5 Experimental set-up used for motor–propeller
characteristics measurements

system described in Section 3. The utilisation of this
unit offers several advantages including: (a) the ability
to deploy sophisticated control laws programmed in high-
level languages, (b) the ability to seamlessly use several
off-the-shelf sensors, (c) the ability to connect to urban
wireless networks and exchange data with ground stations or
other unmanned systems in the area, and (d) the ability to
perform complex computations including advanced image
processing. The JIDA32 interface of the pITX SBC is
used to communicate with the brushless electronic speed
controllers (ESCs) via the I2C protocol while concurrently
providing sampled data from a Maxbotix EZ1 Sonar-
based altitude data to the SBC. The utilised Maxbotix
EZ1 Sonar with a 30◦ beam angle manages to measure
altitude despite the quadrotor’s attitude deviations but the
selection of a wide beam could not reject the ambient noise.
The utilised RobbeTM 2827 − 35 brushless motors have
high-thrust characteristics and lift the prototype quadrotor
at a level lower than the 50% of their total thrust. An
experimental set-up was developed in order to measure the
motor–propeller characteristics. Specifically, the developed
set-up, shown in Fig. 5, provided measurements of the output
thrust, rotor rate of rotation, current feedback at the dc-
brushless motor and produced airflow owing to the rotation
of propeller.

In Fig. 6, the power efficiency the response of the BL–
CTRL V2.0 ESC-motor/propeller system is presented, where
the motors could lift a maximum weight of over 3 kg.
The developed quadrotor weighs 1.1 kg with a 3300 mAh
3Cell VisleroTM battery and achieves 12 min of autonomous
hovering flight. The quadrotor prototype is equipped with a
Wi-Fi 802.11n adaptor which is used both for telemetry and
communication with other systems.

Fig. 7 explains the main hardware diagram of the
quadrotor prototype. The quadrotor’s variables are listed in
Table 2. Based on the listed values, the following constraints
on the inputs where 0 ≤ U1 ≤ 36.63, |U2| ≤ 18.319, |U3| ≤
18.319, |U4| ≤ 0.22.

The tuning parameters of the SMPC were Rη

uj
η

= 20 ·
I5, Rη


uη
j ,j

= 200 · I5, Qη = 204 · diag(1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1),

for all j attitude PWA-utilised subsystems, REz

uEz
j ,j

= 10,

REz


uEz
j ,j

= 100, QEz = 104 · I3, for all v altitude PWA-

utilised subsystems, and R
ExEy

uj
ExEy

= 10 · I2, R
ExEy


u
ExEy
j ,j

= 100 ·
I2, QExEy = 102 · I6, for all p horizontal motions PWA-
utilised subsystems. The prediction and control horizon for
all subsystems were set to Np = 5 and Nc = 2, respectively.
It should be noted that the position controller feeds the first
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Fig. 6 Experimentally measured current–thrust, RPM-binary command to speed controller, RPM step response, airflow–current curves

Fig. 7 UPATcopter main hardware diagram

Table 2 Quadrotor model parameters

Design variable Value Units

ms 1.1 kg
la 0.21 m
Ixx = Iyy 0.0196 kg m2

Izz 0.0264 kg m2

Jr 8.5 × 10−4 kg m2

b 9.29 × 10−5 N s2

d 1.1 × 10−6 N m s2

two (since Nc = 2) elements of the set-point profile vector
of the attitude controller, where the rest three elements
repeat the last value provided by position controller. The
robust behaviour to disturbances has been calculated for
the disturbance vectors w̃ExEy , w̃Ez , w̃η. The bounds for the
additive disturbances under induced wind conditions were
experimentally measured and were set as dη = |w̃η,max| =
[0, 0.15 rad/s, 0, 0, 0.15 rad/s, 0, 0, 0.15 rad/s, 0]T, dEz =
|w̃Ez ,max| = [0, 0.1 m/s, 0]T, dExEy = |w̃ExEy ,max| = [0, 0.1 m/s,
0, 0, 0.1 m/s, 0]T. Based on the measurements presented in
Fig. 6, the rate of change of the control actions were
constrained to ±40% of the maximum value of respective
control laws.

For the design and experimental application of the
SMPC scheme s = 9 attitude PWA-systems, and s = 2
altitude PWA-systems, together with the linear model of the
horizontal motions, have been utilised. In all these cases,
the sampling period was set to T η

s = 0.0083 s (120 Hz) for
the attitude controller which is equal to the maximum Xsens
MTi-G IMU update rate and T t

s = 0.03 s (33 Hz) for the
altitude and horizontal motions controllers. It should be
noted that the spectral separation between the attitude and
translational controllers is needed in order to avoid conflicts
between the two loops [27]. The PWA regions because of
the used linearisation points can be found based on the
parameters listed in Table 3.

5.2 Flight results

In order to justify the efficiency of the proposed control
approach, various flight test-cases have been performed
including: (a) position hold and altitude set-point, (b)
trajectory tracking, (c) hovering and (d) aggressive attitude
control.

In the first case, the overall control scheme managed
to effectively hold the quadrotor’s horizontal position in
a circle of radius generally less than 0.15 m while also
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Table 3 PWA operation regions and linearisation points (� � 1)

PWA Region min Linearisation point Region max

1 −0.5 φ̇◦,j = θ̇◦,j = 0 (rad/s) 0.5
2 0.5 φ̇◦,j = 1 (rad/s) �

3 −� φ̇◦,j = −1 (rad/s) −0.5
4 0.5 θ̇◦,j = 1 (rad/s) �

5 −� θ̇◦,j = −1 (rad/s) −0.5
6 0.5 φ̇◦,j and θ̇◦,j = 1 (rad/s) �

7 −� φ̇◦,j , θ̇◦,j = −1 (rad/s) −0.5
8 0.5, −� φ̇◦,j = 1, θ̇◦,j = −1 (rad/s) �, −0.5
9 0.5, −� φ̇◦,j = −1, θ̇◦,j = 1 (rad/s) −0.5, �
1 −0.1 θ , φ (rad) 0.15
2 |φ| or |θ | > (rad) 0.15
1 U1 = UHover

1

achieving altitude control, a performance that is better of
the one achieved from an experienced radio control (RC)-
pilot [12] and comparable with the results reported in [12,
36]. The results for a height altitude reference equal to 1.5 m
for the first 10 s of the flight and 2 m for the remaining 10 s
are shown in Fig. 8, and in Fig. 9 the horizontal position
combined with the optic-flow deviation measurements and
the altitude measurements are presented.

The same position hold and altitude set-point control
test-cases were examined under presence of a x(4.96 m/s),
y(1.31 m/s) and z(1.22 m/s) directional wind gust. The wind
gust is only present in a segment of the quadrotor’s path and
specifically after the quadrotor achieves an altitude higher
than 1.8 m (reached at 12.7 s). The wind gusts are produced
using electric turbines and a multiple pipe tunnel. The wind
gusts exit the tunnel having a laminar flow characteristic;
the wind-gust generating set-up is presented in Fig. 10.

The corresponding 3D experimental measured flight path
of the quadrotor’s flight in order to track the desired
altitude reference and hold position under presence of a

x(4.96 m/s), y(1.31 m/s) and z(1.22 m/s) directional wind
gust indicated in Fig. 11 where the horizontal positions
combined with the optic-flow deviation measurements and
the altitude measurements are similarly presented in Fig. 12.
The maximum deviation x-axis is less than 0.20 m and less
than 0.1 m in the y-axis.

The small error in all ExEyEz-axis indicate the overall
efficiency of the controller, which is notable since the
quadrotor faces complex aerodynamic phenomena when
an airflow disturbs the propellers, including total thrust
variation and blade flapping [37]. Assuming totally laminar
flow then following the analysis presented in [37] that (a)
blade flapping is caused because of the fact that when a
relative airflow disrupts the propellers’ motion the advancing
blade has a higher velocity relative to the air, whereas the
retreating blade has a lower velocity which in fact leads
to lift variation, and (b) thrust variation is caused because
of the fact that the total airflow has a different velocity
than the free stream speed. However, these effects become
even more complex when the wind gust presents turbulence.
An analysis on rotorcraft response subject to atmospheric
turbulence is presented in [22].

The overall system was also tested in trajectory tracking
by commanding the quadrotor to follow a straight line
in Ey-axis and hold its position once it has reached the
desired set-point. The corresponding results are presented in
Figs. 13 and 14. Despite the limitations induced by the mere
existence of only relevant measurements of the quadrotor’s
displacement from the optic-flow sensor, the proposed
control scheme managed to effectively track the desired
reference path.

In order to measure the controller’s efficiency the MSEs
of the measured responses are presented in Fig. 15. As
it is clearly being presented, the overall control structure
efficiently minimises the error between the quadrotor’s
response and the reference trajectory even in the case of
forcible wind gusts. The relatively high MSE in the Ey-axis
response for the case of trajectory following is being related
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Fig. 8 Measured flight path of the quadrotor’s because of a position hold and an altitude set-point command
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Fig. 9 Estimated x, y horizontal position, optic-flow measurements and altitude data of the quadrotor’s flight

Fig. 10 Wind-gust generating set-up

both to the fact that there are existing measurement errors
and the fact that the performance decreases when velocity
set-point varies.

The next test-case is related to hovering response in
order to examine the attitude regulation and altitude control
performance of the proposed controller. The corresponding
results of the hovering response are illustrated in Figs. 16
and 17.

The MSEs for the roll, pitch and yaw angles
were Emse

φ = 1.5924 × 10−4, Emse
θ = 2.2372 × 10−4, Emse

ψ =
4.3998 × 10−4 and Emse

φ = 0.0013, Emse
θ = 5.0558 × 10−4,

Emse
ψ = 0.0011 in the absence and under the presence of wind

gusts, respectively.
The performance of the attitude controller was further

examined commanding the system to perform attitude

Fig. 11 Quadrotor’s path in set-point altitude/hold-position
control under the influence of wind gust

regulation starting from extreme initial conditions. Specifi-
cally, the initial conditions were [φ0+ = −19.25◦, θ0+ =
0.86◦, ψ0+ = −13.24◦]. The recorded results, shown in
Fig. 18, show the high performance of the attitude controller
both in the sense of accuracy and speed of response.
Additionally, the switching among the different attitude
PWA representations for the specific maneuver combined
with the attitude rates are illustrated in Fig. 19.

As a final test-case, the tracking response of the attitude
controller for rapidly varying reference signal at roll and
pitch is presented in Fig. 20. Note that the reference signal
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Fig. 12 Estimated x, y horizontal position, optic-flow measurements and altitude data of the quadrotor’s flight under the presence of a
directional wind gust
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Fig. 14 Estimated x, y, z position flight path of the quadrotor’s
flight for translational set-point trajectory

contains regions where the reference instantaneously goes to
zero so discontinuities are also present. From the figure and
the noted MSEs (MSEφ = 6.3 × 10−4 and MSEθ = 5.6 ×
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Fig. 15 MSE for x, y, z measurements for the aforementioned
three experimental test-cases: at each set of three bar plots, the
left bar refers to position hold in the absence of wind gusts, the
middle bar refers to position hold under the presence of wind gusts
and the right bar refers to trajectory following

10−4) it is clearly shown that the proposed attitude control
achieves accurate reference tracking, which is critical both
for precise position control and disturbance attenuation.

In order to further justify the performance capabilities of
the attitude controller in tracking rapid changes, provided
by the position controller, the comparison of the fast Fourier
transforms (FFT) of the reference and output signals, as well
as, the coherence of these two signals for both roll and pitch
motions are being provided in Fig. 21. The coherence of the
signals is formulated as

Crs,os(f ) = |Prs,os(f )|2
|Prsrs(f )||Posos(f )| (28)

where rs represents the reference signal, os the output signal,
Prsrs and Posos is the power spectral density of the reference
and output signals and Prs,os is the cross power spectral
density. The coherence is computed over the frequencies of
the hanning-windowed signals provided by the FFT length
and has been used as an additional intuitive metric [38].
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Fig. 16 Quadrotor altitude and attitude response for hovering trajectory in the absence of wind disturbances
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Fig. 17 Quadrotor altitude and attitude response for hovering trajectory under the presence of forcible wind gusts
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Fig. 18 Quadrotor attitude regulation response
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Fig. 19 Roll, pitch and yaw rates and PWA switching during attitude regulation response
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Fig. 20 Roll, pitch reference tracking response

Mean square errors are, MSEφ = 6.3 × 10−4 and MSEθ = 5.6 × 10−4
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Fig. 21 FFTs of the roll–pitch reference signals and output responses and coherence metric for these two motions
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As it has been presented in the results obtained from both
the MSEs and the FFT analysis, the tracking performance is
accurate despite the rapid changes of the input.

From the presented experimental results it shown that
the switching model predictive controller manages to
achieve precise position control and attitude tracking
even for aggressive attitude manoeuvres and provides
effective attenuation of the effects induced by atmospheric
perturbations. Overall, the SMPC-structure presented in this
paper is promising in the quadrotor control problem, since
in comparison with existing techniques it takes into account:
(a) the actuator saturation and state constraints, (b) the effect
of disturbances in the controller design phase, and (c) the
larger flight envelope as a result of the multiple linearisation
points.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, a switching model predictive position and
attitude controller for a prototype unmanned quadrotor
subject to wind gusts was presented. The main contributions
of the suggested control approach include: (a) the
development of a model predictive controller, computed
over a set of PWA models of the attitude, altitude and
horizontal dynamics, (b) the consideration of the effects
of the applied atmospheric disturbances in the control
computation, (c) the integration of the electro-mechanical
and flight constraints of the system in order to produce
efficient control actions, and (d) the switching among the
several PWA models in order to cover a larger part of
the system’s flight envelope. In the developed quadrotor
prototype attention was paid to the development of complete
autonomous indoor state estimation based on sensor fusion
strategies from data obtained from an IMU, a sonar and
a vision system implementing an optic-flow algorithm.
Finally, the high overall efficiency of the proposed control
strategy was verified in extended experimental studies
including position tracking, hovering, aggressive attitude
regulation manoeuvres and forcible wind-gust attenuation.
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